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Abstract: Corrective information is produced with higher prosodic prominence
than non-corrective information. However, it remains unclear how corrective
prosody is realized in different communicative settings. We conducted two pro-
duction experiments to investigate whether interlocutors’ prosodic realization of
corrective focus depends on each other’s knowledge state. Participants carried out
a statement-response task in pairs (e.g., Speaker B:Tina had shrimp at a restaurant.
Speaker A:No, she had beef at a restaurant.). Our focus is on the prosody of Speaker
A’s utterance. We manipulated whether Speaker B’s statement was implausible in
the context (e.g., a context where it is known that Tina actually hates seafood).
Furthermore, the two experiments differed in whether Speaker B knew that their
statement (e.g., about Tina eating shrimp at a restaurant) was (im)plausible. In
Experiment 1, both speakers had access to the crucial context concerning the
probability of Speaker A’s statement (Tina’s preferences about food). In Experi-
ment 2, only Speaker A had access to this background information. We found that
Speaker A’s prosody when responding to Speaker B was influenced by both (i) the
contextual probability of Speaker B’s statements and (ii) Speaker B’s knowledge
(or lack thereof) about the contextual probability. We present an analysis where
the prosodic prominence associated with corrective information reflects the gap
between expectation and reality – in this case, what Speaker A had expected
Speaker B to say and what Speaker B actually says.
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1 Introduction

It is widely accepted that linguistic elements that aremore “informative” tend to be
more prosodically prominent, as indicated by acoustic properties such as duration,
f0, intensity, and spectral characteristics (see Wagner and Watson [2010] for a
review). Prior prosodic work has defined the notion of “informativity” in different
ways. In the widespread information-structural tradition, which we follow in our
paper, the assumption is that acoustic prominence is associated with fore-
grounded linguistic material – broadly speaking, material that adds new infor-
mation to the conversation. Depending on the preceding discourse, speakers may
prosodically emphasize particular words in an utterance to direct their addressee’s
attention to the important message they are trying to convey. One type of infor-
mation structure that has been extensively studied is contrastive focus, of which
various subtypes have been identified (e.g., Dik and Hengeveld 1997; Vallduví and
Vilkuna 1998; Zimmermann and Onea 2011). For example, consider the word toys
in the following contexts:

(1) a. Did David find books or toys on the stairs?
b. He found toys on the stairs. [toys = narrow, contrastive/selective focus]

(2) a. Did David find socks on the stairs?
b. No, he found toys on the

stairs.
[toys = narrow, contrastive/corrective
focus]

Theword toys in both (1b) and (2b) is an explicit alternative to something else in the
discourse. Toys in (1b) – responding to (1a) – picks toys from the set consisting of
books and toys that has been established via (1a). Toys in (2b)– responding to (2a) –
is intended to contradict the information socks conveyed in (2a). In this paper, we
concentrate on the latter type of contrastive focus – which is often referred to as
corrective focus (e.g., Dik and Hengeveld 1997; Gussenhoven 2008) – because its
information-structural properties are well-understood and it is prevalent in
communication. Corrective focus conveys messages contradicting information
that is already present in the discourse. A large body of work has found that
contrastive/corrective elements receive greater acoustic prominence than non-
contrastive/non-corrective elements (e.g., Breen et al. 2010; Cooper et al. 1985;
Couper-Kuhlen 1984; Katz and Selkirk 2011; Krahmer and Swerts 2001).

Crucially, since language communication involves not only a talker/speaker
but also a listener/addressee, the informativity of a word could depend on the
addressee’s knowledge about the world. Because people often have different
knowledge backgrounds, this brings up the question of whether speakers’
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encoding of information is addressee-oriented, taking into account the audience’s
knowledge state, or whether it is egocentric, driven by speaker-internal consider-
ations. The general question of perspective-taking has received considerable
attention in the literature (e.g., Arnold et al. 2012; Bard et al. 2000; Galati and
Brennan 2010; Horton and Keysar 1996; Kahn and Arnold 2012; Kaland et al. 2013;
Lockridge and Brennan 2002; Rosa and Arnold 2011; Roßnagel 2000, 2004). See
also van Bergen and Hogeweg, this issue, on the importance of acknowledging
differences in the beliefs and opinions of conversational participants. Research
shows that speakers may vary their prosody based on their addressee’s knowledge
state – in other words, top-down information about addressee’s knowledge state
can modulate speakers’ prosody – although a consensus has not been reached on
the cognitive processes and mechanisms behind this phenomenon.

When speakers are communicating with two addressees who are informed to
different extents, speakers are able to track both addressees’ knowledge states.
This shown by the fact that speakers prosodically mark informativity from the
perspective of the particular addressee they are talking to at a given point of time.
For example, Galati and Brennan (2010) show that, when speakers tell a story twice
to one addressee and once to another addressee using the same sentences, their
utterances are perceptually less intelligible when they are talking to the addressee
who has already heard the story once before. Similarly, Kaland et al. (2013) show
that, in a task where Dutch speakers give different instructions to two addressees
about where to place objects (e.g., instructing one addressee to move the blue
triangle, and then either asking the same addressee or the different one tomove the
red triangle), contrastive information (red) is pronounced with higher perpetual
prominence when it is also contrastive to the addressee (i.e., when the addressee is
the one who has moved a triangle before) than when it is not.

Perspective-taking has been shown to have at least two dimensions: (i) what
speakers assume about their interlocutors before the conversation or at the very
start of the conversation (e.g., Baker and Bradlow 2009; Ferguson 2004; Ferguson
and Kewley-Port 2007; Fussell and Krauss 1989; Hummert and Shaner 1994), and
(ii) what speakers learn about their interlocutors during the conversation, as
signaled by the interlocutors’ utterances or behavior (e.g., Brennan 1991; Isaacs
and Clark 1987). Existing work on the question of how well speakers update their
assumptions about what their interlocutors know has led to divergent results. For
example, Russell and Schober (1999) found that speakers stick to the assumptions
they created based on information they received prior to the conversation,
regardless of what their interlocutors’ utterances suggest over the course of the
conversation. In contrast, Brennan (1991) found that speakers abandon their initial
assumptions and adjust to what their interlocutors’ utterances reveal about their
knowledge states.
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Additional evidence in favor of the view that speakers are able to update their
representations of addressees’ knowledge states based on the actual behavior of
addressees comes from Kuhlen and Brennan (2010). In a joke-retelling task, par-
ticipants produced more vivid details when they (i) expected attentive addressees
(based on information that had been provided before the start of the task) and (ii)
were in fact talking to attentive addressees. In contrast, participants produced less
vivid narrations when they either (i) expected distracted addressees or (ii) were in
fact talking to distracted addressees. Moreover, participants put in more effort
when their addressees’ behavior matched their expectations than when it did not.
That is, participants who expected attentive addressees spentmore time telling the
jokes to attentive addressees thandistracted addressees,while thosewho expected
distracted addressees spent more time telling the jokes to distracted addressees
than attentive addressees.

These complex patterns reveal that (i) what speakers know about their in-
terlocutors prior to the conversation and (ii) what speakers learn about their in-
terlocutors during the conversation both play important roles in determining the
way speakers say their utterances. Nevertheless, little attention has been paid to
the interplay between these two factors (but see Brennan 1991; Kuhlen and
Brennan 2010; Russell and Schober 1999). Moreover, it remains unclear how
perspective-taking factors interact with information structure in shaping the
prosody of utterances, since few studies have investigated this question in general
(but see Galati and Brennan 2010; Kaland et al. 2013). These issues are related to
the broader theme of how top-down and bottom-up factors interact during lan-
guage processing and production, as they tap into questions of how (i) speakers’
top-down knowledge/expectations (and potentially changes in these expecta-
tions) about what the addressee knows influence (ii) the prosodic realization of
their utterances, an aspect of speech production influenced both by bottom-up
factors (e.g., segment identity, lexical stress, phrase length and so on: e.g., Fowler
1992; Jun 2003) and more top-down factors (e.g., information structure and
perspective).

1.1 Aims and expected outcome

Prior work shows that information-structural factors, such as corrective focus, as
well as speaker’s expectations (e.g., about what other people are likely to do or say)
and the reality speakers encounter (what other people actually do or say) all play a
role in the prosodic encoding of informativity. However, little work has been done
on the potential interaction between these factors. To shed light on this issue,
we conducted a psycholinguistic production study that investigated whether
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top-down, perspective-taking factors – in particular, speakers’ awareness of what
addressees know or don’t know – could affect the prosodic prominence associated
with corrective focus.

Corrective focus essentially entails an incorrect message (e.g., an incorrect
claim made by someone) and a corrective response. In daily conversation, these
two components of corrective focus structure are often spoken by different
conversational participants. For example, imagine that Sibling A says that the
curtains in the living room of their childhood home were green. But then Sibling B
corrects her stating that the curtains were actually red. How does Sibling B pro-
sodically mark the corrective focused word red in her utterance? Does this depend
on Sibling B’s perception of the other person’s knowledge state, i.e., how unex-
pected the other person’s mistake is? For example, consider a context where A and
B had just the other day looked at color photographs of their childhood home and
discussed the color of the draperies. In this context, it seems very unexpected for
Sibling A to make this kind of mistake. Conversely, if there had been no such prior
discussion, and if Sibling B also happens to know that Sibling A suffers from some
amount of red/green color blindness, then perhaps it is not so unexpected that
Sibling A would report that the curtains were green, even though Sibling B knows
for a fact that they were actually red.

Thus, the question is whether a speaker’s prosodic encoding of corrective focus
ismodulated by how likely/expected the addressee’smistake was, from the speaker’s
perspective. If the speaker considers the mistake to be unexpected, would she
attenuate or perhaps strengthen the prosodic prominence she produces in her
corrective response? Alternatively, what if the other person’s mistake is expected,
from the speaker’s perspective?Would this have consequences for how the speaker
realizes the prosodically focused element? (See also van Bergen andHogeweg, this
issue, whose investigation of Dutch discourse particles relates to questions about
when speakers take their interlocutor’s belief state into consideration).

In termsof acoustic correlates of prosodic prominence,we concentrate on the size
of excursions in an f0 contour (which will be called “f0 range” henceforth) in this
paper. We chose f0 because it is an acoustic dimension that has been extensively
studied in the information-structural tradition, but potential effects of perspective-
related factors are not yet well-understood. By conducting this study, we hoped to
provide further evidence for the effects of perspective-related factors on f0.

We chose to analyze f0 ranges, a simpler measure than the combination of f0
maxima, minima, and/or means, as various f0 measures have been shown to
correlate with information-structural focus (e.g., Breen et al. 2010; Brown 1983;
Couper-Kuhlen 1984; Eady and Cooper 1986; Katz and Selkirk 2011). Based on
existing studies, we predict that corrective responses would have larger f0 ranges
than non-corrective responses.
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If our prediction for corrective focus is borne out, we can then look into how
perspective-taking factors modulate the prosodic realization of corrective focus.
We expect to see effects of both the speaker’s prior expectations (about what their
interlocuter is likely to say, given the interlocutor’s knowledge state) and the
reality the speaker encounters (what the interlocutor actually says during the
conversation, and how this relates to the interlocutor’s knowledge state), based on
existing research discussed in the preceding section. Furthermore, if corrective
prosody is indeed sensitive to both perspective-taking dimensions, it would be
interesting to see whether the two dimensions interact.

2 Methods

We conducted two production experiments (Experiment 1 and Experiment 2),
both of which had an interactive set-up. Each trial consisted of a production
task and a subsequent comprehension task. Naïve participants worked in pairs
on the production task and independently on the comprehension task; further
details are provided in Section 2.2 about the set-up of the experiments. The
production task provided the critical recordings, namely the target sentence in
each dialogue. The comprehension task was included to engage participants in
the production task, as paying attention to the dialogue was necessary to
successfully perform the comprehension task.1

2.1 Participants

Forty-four self-reported native speakers of American English participated, eleven
pairs in each experiment. One participant was excluded from the data analysis
because of a clearly non-native accent. All participants were students or staff at the
University of Southern California.

2.2 Design and procedures

Two naïve participants (Speakers A and B) worked with each other in reading
aloud dialogues. They were given the following instructions: In this study, you will

1 Wedo not discuss the comprehension task in detail here because it is not relevant for the results,
but participants essentially had to answer a wh-question about the dialogue. For further details,
please see Ouyang (2015).
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be working with a partner. You will tell your partner what is written on your sheets of
paper, and likewise, your partner will tell you what is written on their sheets of paper.
In both experiments, the primary speaker of interest is Speaker A. We will first
present the set-up of Experiment 1, and then turn to Experiment 2. A full list of the
target items can be found in Appendix. In both experiments, our analyses focus on
corrective focus as used in statements. Corrective focus in other kinds of speech
acts is an important question for future work.

In Experiment 1, each dialogue consisted of five sentences, as shown in (3) and
(4). The critical sentence whose phonetic properties we are focusing on is Speaker
A’s response, labelled as “critical sentence” in (3) and (4).

As we explain in more depth below, we manipulated the correctiveness of
Speaker A’s response in Sentence 5 (Corrective vs. Non-Corrective) and the
contextual probability of Speaker B’s statement in Sentence 4 (Probable vs.
Improbable). Participants saw the text of the sentences on paper. Sentences 1 and 2
were spoken by Speaker A, introducing a character (e.g., Jacky) and a preference or
need associated with that character (e.g., Jacky likes fruit in her salads but not
vegetables, or Zac likes vegetables in his salads but not fruit). They were shown on
one page (seen by Speaker A only). Sentences 3 and 4 were spoken by Speaker B,
and presented on a separate page (seen by Speaker B only). Sentence 3 provided
information about a recent event (e.g., Jacky/Zac going grocery shopping). Sen-
tence 4 commented on this event, starting with I heard that… and describing
something the character had done. Crucially, this described event was either
plausible or implausible in the context of Sentences 1–2 (e.g., plausible: Jacky got
apples; implausible: Zac got apples). Once Sentence 4 was produced, the other
speaker, Speaker A, said Sentence 5, starting with either Yes or No to confirm or
correct the previous sentence. Sentence 5 was presented on a new, separate page,
seen only by Speaker A. Participants thus interactedwith each other to produce the
dialogues, and each participant only had access to the text of sentences that he or
she was responsible for.

(3) CORRECTIVE FOCUS
Speaker A: Jacky prefers her salad a certain way. [Sentence 1]
Speaker A: She loves fruit but hates vegetables. [Sentence 2]
Speaker B: She went grocery shopping yesterday evening. [Sentence 3]
Speaker B: I heard that she got some applesPROBABLE at the

farmer’s market.
[Sentence 4]

Speaker A: No, she got some [lettuce]CORRECTIVE at the farmer’s
market.

[Sentence 5:

critical sentence]
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(4) NON-CORRECTIVE INFORMATION
Speaker A: Zac tends to put certain things in his salad. [Sentence 1]
Speaker A: He loves vegetables but hates fruit. [Sentence 2]
Speaker B: He went grocery shopping this morning. [Sentence 3]
Speaker B: I heard that he got some applesIMPROBABLE at the

supermarket.
[Sentence 4]

Speaker A: Yes, he got some [apples]NON-CORRECTIVE at the
supermarket.

[Sentence 5:

critical sentence]

The experiment had 192 targets (i.e., the theoretically meaningful experimental
items that we analyzed to test our hypotheses) and 96 fillers (distractor items that
were not analyzed and are not relevant for our hypotheses). Each pair of partici-
pants encountered 48–96 items and did not see any item more than once.2 Each
participant served as Speaker A in half of the dialogues and Speaker B in the other
half, i.e., the roles of Speaker A and Bwere intermixed throughout the experiment.
These two halves had different sets of characters and scenarios. For example, one
participant began and finished all the dialogues that involved Jacky, Zac, the kind
of salad they like (e.g., fruit vs. vegetable), and the type of furniture they need to get
rid of due to moving (e.g., bedroom vs. kitchen), whereas the other participant
began and finished all the dialogues about Gary, Lauren, the kind of entrées they
like (e.g., meat vs. seafood), as well as the part of their house that they need to buy
new things for (e.g., bathroom vs. patio). More details are provided in Appendix.

Each scenario contained two sub-scenarios. In the scenario of salads, for
example, one sub-scenario (let’s call it X) described that Elisa, Jacky, and Tina
prefer fruit salads, while the other sub-scenario (let’s call it Y) described that Bob,
Daniel, and Zac prefer vegetable salads. Each scenario was associated with a set of
four object nouns, e.g., apples, cherries, lettuce, and spinach for the salad scenario.
Two of the four object nouns are probable in the context of sub-scenario X but
improbable in sub-scenario Y. The other two object nouns, in contrast, are prob-
able in the context of sub-scenario Y but improbable in sub-scenario X.

In all dialogues, Sentence 4 (Speaker B’s statement) and Sentence 5 (Speaker
A’s response) play a crucial role in our design. They contained transitive clauses
with the following structure: a third-person singular pronoun subject, a simple
past tense verb, an object noun phrase, and a prepositional phrase indicating a

2 The number of items varied across different pairs of participants because participants’ speaking
rate varied widely, meaning that some pairs had time to complete more items than others.
Nevertheless, all participants encountered items in every condition of Correctiveness and State-
ment Type. We ensured that all pairs completed at least the minimum number of items necessary
per condition for meaningful statistical analysis.
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location or beneficiary. The critical word of interest is the head noun of the object
noun phrase (e.g., apples or lettuce). The prepositional phrasewas included so that
the critical word was not at the very end of the sentence, where prosodic variance
might be hard to detect due to phonological marking of finality and the potentially
low energy level at the end of a breath.

To investigate how the addressee’s knowledge state affects Speaker A’s
corrective prosody, we manipulated (i) the information-structural status of
Speaker A’s response with respect to Speaker B’s statement, as exemplified in (3)
and (4), and (ii) the contextual probability of Speaker B’s statement, relative to the
character’s preference and need. The contextual probability of Speaker A’s re-
sponses was counterbalanced, except on non-corrective trials, where the object
noun was the same between B’s statement and A’s response. In other words, there
were six types of object pairs between B’s statement and A’s response. Four of the
six types occurred on the corrective trials:
(a) probable object in the statement, a different but still probable object in the

response;
(b) probable object in the statement, improbable object in the response;
(c) improbable object in the statement, a different but still improbable object in

the response;
(d) improbable object in the statement, probable object in the response.

The other two types occurred on the non-corrective trials:
(e) probable object in the statement, the same probable object in the response;
(f) improbable object in the statement, the same improbable object in the

response.

The critical words rotated between different conditions of information structure
and contextual probability. For example, lettuce was corrective on some trials
(such as (3)) and non-corrective on the others (where Sentence 5 was Yes, she got
some lettuce at the farmer’s market). Similarly, lettuce appeared in responses to
statements involving fruit on some trials (such as (3)) and to statements involving
vegetables on some other trials (where Sentence 4 was I heard that she got some
spinach/lettuce at the farmer’s market). The full list of 192 items was compiled by
pairing the four object nouns with one another in each sub-scenario (i.e., four
object nouns in Speaker B’s statements * four object nouns in Speaker A’s re-
sponses * six scenarios and their “switched” versions).

Furthermore, in order to tease apart the two perspective-taking factors,
i.e., what people initially expected about their interlocutor versus what they learn
about their interlocutor during the conversation, we conducted a parallel experi-
ment, Experiment 2, and manipulated Speaker B’s knowledge state between the
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two experiments. In essence, Experiments 1 and 2 differ with regard to whether or
not Speaker B is aware of the (im)probability of their statement:

In Experiment 2, we created a knowledge gap between Speakers A and B by
removing Speaker B’s access to Sentence 2 (e.g., She loves fruit but hates
vegetables) – this was the sentence that introduced the character’s prefer-
ence/need and thereby established a contextual bias. This was done simply by
instructing Speaker A to not to read Sentence 2 aloud, which essentially made
it Speaker A’s private (privileged) knowledge. Thus, in Experiment 2, in
contrast to Experiment 1, the contextual probability (probable/improbable) of
the critical words (e.g., apples in I heard that she got some apples at the
farmer’s market) was privileged information known only to Speaker A and
unavailable to Speaker B. In other words, in Experiment 2, because Speaker B
did not know anything about whether Jacky or Zac likes or dislikes fruits or
vegetables, Speaker B had no special reason to treat Jacky or Zac buying
apples as probable or improbable. Apart from the fact that Sentence 2 was
privileged information known only to Speaker A in Experiment 2, everything
else was held the same between the experiments.

Thus, three independent variables were implemented:
(i) Correctiveness of the response (Corrective vs. Non-Corrective): whether the

object head noun in Speaker A’s response (Sentence 5)was in corrective focus.
For instance, in (3), the object “lettuce” in Speaker A’s response (No, she got
some lettuce at the farmer’s market) is corrective information because Speaker
A was correcting Speaker B’s statement (Sentence 4, I heard that she got some
apples at the farmer’s market). In contrast, in (4), the object apples in Speaker
A’s response (Yes, he got some apples at the farmer’s market) is non-corrective
information because Speaker Awas confirming Speaker B’s statement (I heard
that he got some apples at the supermarket).

(ii) Contextual probability of the statement; Statement Type (Probable vs.
Improbable): whether the object head noun in Speaker B’s statement (e.g.,
apples in (3)) matched or conflicted with the character’s preference/need
known to Speaker A. For instance, in (3), Speaker B says that s/he heard Jacky
bought apples, and Speaker A knows Jacky loves fruit, so (3) shows a con-
textually probable statement. However, consider an alternative where
Speaker B says that s/he heard Jacky bought lettuce. Because Speaker A
knows from the preceding context that Jacky hates vegetables, she bought
lettuce is a contextually improbable statement here.

(iii) Knowledge Type (Shared vs. Privileged): whether the contextual probability
of the object head nouns was shared knowledge between the interlocutors
(Experiment 1) or Speaker A’s privileged knowledge (Experiment 2).
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In sum, all three independent variables are defined in terms of the speaker:
(i) correctiveness refers to whether the speaker’s response corrects the
addressee or not, (ii) statement type refers to about whether the addressee’s
statement is contextually (im)probable based on what the speaker knows, and
(iii) knowledge type refers to whether the knowledge about Speaker B’s
statement’s contextual probability is privileged only to the speaker or shared
by both speaker and addressee.

In our primary analysis, the dependent variable wemeasuredwas the f0 range
(calculated by subtracting the f0 minimum from the f0 maximum) in the object
head noun of Speaker A’s response in Sentence 5 (e.g., lettuce in (3)). In a sec-
ondary analysis, we also analyzed the noun in Speaker B’s utterance in Sentence 4.

2.3 Predictions

We designed two experiments to examine how Speaker A’s expectations and ob-
servations about Speaker B’s knowledge state play a role in Speaker A’s production
of corrective focus. In other words, do speakers’ expectations and observations
about addressees’ knowledge state influence the realization of corrective focus? As
shown in (3) and (4), our predictions and analyses focus on Speaker A’s response
(labelled as the critical sentence in (3) and (4)).

As discussed in Section 1.1, we expected the critical sentence uttered by
Speaker A to show effects of (i) Correctiveness (corrective vs. non-corrective), (ii)
Statement Type (Did the conversational partner express probable vs. improbable
information?), and (iii) Knowledge Type (Is the conversational partner aware of the
(im)probability of their statement?). We predicted that all three independent var-
iables would influence the dependent variable, namely the f0 range of the critical
noun in Sentence 5, uttered by Speaker A.

As mentioned in Section 1.1, correctively-focused words tend to have
larger f0 ranges than non-corrective words. This pattern could potentially
hold across different conditions of Knowledge Type and Statement Type
(i.e., a “main effect” in statistical terms). Furthermore, the effects of Knowl-
edge Type and Statement Type could potentially be dependent on each other
(i.e., an “interaction” in statistical terms), as suggested in Kuhlen and
Brennan (2010). If interactions are found in our study, we could then look at
their directions. A better understanding of such potential interactions would
allow us to better understand the interlocutor- and speaker-based factors that
guide how correction – a fundamental aspect of human interaction – is pro-
sodically encoded.
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2.4 Norming study

The contextual probabilities of the critical words were estimated through a web-
based norming study. Participants performed a rating task where they saw se-
quences of four sentences and judged the probability of the fourth sentence using a
seven-point scale, where 1 = very unlikely and 7 = very likely. The first three
sentences in a sequence constructed a scenario involving someone’s preference
(e.g., Jacky likes her salad a certain way. She loves fruit but hates vegetables.
Yesterday evening she went grocery shopping.) or need (e.g.,Gary just moved into his
new house. He has enough bathroom stuff but needs more things for the patio. This
afternoon hewent out shopping.) The last sentence described something this person
did (e.g., She got some apples at the farmer’s market.) Participants were told to rate
“how likely it is that the following event [referring to the last sentence] took place”
“if the above statements [referring to the first three sentences] are true”.

We tested various choices with respect to the person’s preference/need, the
verbs and nouns used for each sentence, and the background setting of the sce-
nario. Six scenarios were ultimately selected for the production study, each with
four objects and two background settings. All the selected items had median
ratings not smaller than 5 in the probable condition and not larger than 3 in the
improbable condition (recall that ratings were done using a seven-point scale
where 1 = very unlikely and 7 = very likely). Themedian rating of each selected item
is reported in Appendix.

2.5 Data analysis

The central analysis of interest that is relevant for our predictions has to do with
Speaker A’s responses (Sentence 5, marked as the critical sentence in (3) and (4)).
1,632 utterances were collected from the 43 participants, each producing 24–48
target responses. Out of the full set of data, 171 utterances (10.5%) were not
included in the data analysis due to speech errors, disfluencies, or technical issues
with the audio recording.

We also conducted a further, secondary analysis of Speaker B’s second state-
ments (Sentence 4). This secondary analysis is not related to our hypotheses or pre-
dictions. Instead, it was done to address two potential concerns: First, entrainment
(also called accommodation, adaptation, or alignment) between interlocutors has
been found in the prosody domain (e.g., Lee et al. 2016; Levitan andHirschberg 2011;
Levitan et al. 2011). Since Sentences 4 and 5 were similar in content and immediately
followed each other,wewanted to checkwhether Speaker A’s responses prosodically
resembled Speaker B’s statements. Second, a word’s contextual probability given the
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sentence has been shown to affect its prosodic realization (e.g., Clopper and Pierre-
humbert 2008; Lieberman 1963; Scarborough 2010). If the prosody of the statements
clearly indicatedwhether Speaker Bwas aware of the characters’preferences, it could
have affected the way Speaker A responded. We wanted to check whether this po-
tential confound interfered with our manipulation of Knowledge Type. In sum, we
performedasupplemental analysis to examinewhether SpeakerA’sprosody couldbe
skewed by Speaker B’s prosody in any way relevant to our claims (as we will see
below, it turns out that no, it was not being skewed, so this is not a problem).
Importantly, Speaker A’s responses are the main focus of our research; Speaker B’s
statements themselves are not pertinent to our hypotheses.

F0 measurements were obtained using the YAAPT (Yet Another Algorithm for
Pitch Tracking) algorithm (Zahorian and Hu 2008). The raw f0 values were then
smoothed using the smoothn function inMATLAB (MATLAB release 2004a; smoothn
in MATLAB: Garcia 2010) to remove f0 tracking errors and segmental effects. The
smoothed values were then converted into a semitone scale, as semitones reflect
pitch perception better than theHertz scale (e.g., Nolan 2003). Finally, the datawere
normalized by subject using z-scores, to factor out individual differences in f0 reg-
isters (e.g., women usually have wider and higher registers of f0 than men). The
z-scores represented each data point in terms of its number of standard deviations
above or below the mean across all utterances produced by a given speaker.

Mixed-effects models were conducted on f0 ranges using statistical packages
in the R software (R version 3.3.1, 2006-06-21; anova in R: Chambers and Hastie
1992; lme4 in R: Bates et al. 2015; lmerTest in R: Kuznetsova et al. 2017). Correc-
tiveness, Statement Type, and Knowledge Type were included as fixed effects;
Subject and Scenario were included as random effects. When specifying the
structure of random effects, we started with a full model (i.e., including intercepts
and slopes for Subject and Scenario) and excluded a random slope when it did not
significantly contribute to the model. The final analyses did not have random
slopes but included random intercepts for Subject and Scenario.

3 Results: speaker A’s responses

Overall, our predictions regarding Speaker A’s responses were borne out. Figures 1
and 2 show the average f0 ranges (in terms of z-scored semitones) of the critical
nouns in Speaker A’s responses (Sentence 5). Critical nouns that were in Corrective
focus (e.g., lettuce in “No, he got some lettuce at the supermarket) and those that
were conveying Non-Corrective information (e.g., lettuce in Yes, he got some lettuce
at the supermarket) are presented in separate figures. The left half of each figure is
data from Experiment 2, where the contextual probability of the critical nouns was
Privileged knowledge, whereas the right half of each figure is data from
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Experiment 1, where everything was Shared knowledge. Speaker A’s responses to
Speaker B’s Probable statements are represented by the bars with red, horizontal
stripes (e.g., Speaker B: I heard that he got some spinach at the supermarket.
Speaker A:No, he got some lettuce at the supermarket” – in scenarios where he/Zac
loves vegetables). In contrast, responses to improbable statements are represented
by the bars with blue, vertical stripes (e.g., Speaker B: I heard that he got some
cherries at the supermarket. Speaker A:No, he got some lettuce at the supermarket.–
given that he/Zac hates fruit).

As can be seen in the figures, Speaker A’s corrective responses (Figure 1) had
larger f0 ranges than their non-corrective responses (Figure 2) across the board

Figure 2: Mean f0 rangeof the critical noun inSpeakerA’s response (Sentence5) inNon-Corrective
conditions.

Figure 1: Mean f0 range of the critical noun in Speaker A’s response (Sentence 5) in Corrective
conditions.
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(corrective mean = 1.168; non-corrective mean = 0.908). These patterns are also
confirmed statistically: Pitch ranges on the critical noun in Sentence 5 are signifi-
cantly greater when the noun is corrective than when it is not (a main effect of
correctiveness, t = 2.919, p < 0.01). This pattern holds regardless ofwhether the noun
being corrected was probable or improbable (Statement Type), and whether or not
Speaker Bwas aware of this (KnowledgeType): Correctiveness doesnot interactwith
either Statement Type (t = 1.082, p = 0.280) or Knowledge Type (t = 0.744, p = 0.457).

However, we do find an interaction of Statement Type (Probable/Improbable)
and Knowledge Type (Privileged/Shared; t = 2.827, p < 0.01). Although the three-
way interaction between Correctiveness, Statement Type and Knowledge Typewas
not significant (t = 1.170, p = 0.242), planned comparisons revealed that the
interaction between Statement Type and Knowledge Type affected f0 ranges in the
corrective responses (t = 2.799, p = 0.005), but not in the non-corrective responses
(t = 0.417, p = 0.677).3 As shown in Figure 1, f0 ranges of Speaker A’s corrective
responses varied depending on whether the statements being responded to were
contextually probable, and whether Speaker B knew the contextual probability of
his or her statements. In contrast, f0 ranges of the non-corrective responses are
invariant across conditions, as can be observed from Figure 2. The statistics re-
ported earlier confirm these visual observations.

More specifically, when the contextual probability of the object nouns was
shared knowledge, Speaker B’s improbable misstatements elicited significantly
larger f0 ranges (in Speaker A’s corrective responses) than their probable
misstatements (t = 1.966, p < 0.05; improbablemean = 1.140; probablemean = 1.024).
In contrast, when the contextual probability of the object nouns was Speaker A’s
privileged knowledge, Speaker B’s probable misstatements elicited significantly
larger f0 ranges (in Speaker A’s corrective responses) than their improbable mis-
statements (t= 2.043,p <0.05; probablemean= 1.392; improbablemean= 1.196). This
interactionwasnot found innon-corrective responses (Statement Type in Experiment
1: t = 0.552, p = 0.581; Statement Type in Experiment 2: t = 0.095, p = 0.924).

3.1 Secondary analysis: Speaker B’s statements

Now let us take a look at the results regarding Speaker B’s statements (Sentence 4).
As mentioned in Section 2.5, we analyzed the statements to check whether the

3 Here we primarily focused on the differences between Statement Types (probable vs. improb-
able) and did not directly compare between Knowledge Types (shared vs. privileged), because
Knowledge Type was a between-subjects variable manipulated between experiments. Neverthe-
less, we provide speculative discussion on this topic in Section 4.
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prosody of Speaker A’s responses was correlated with the prosody of Speaker B’s
statements. Speaker B’s sentences were not the target sentences of this study, but
we checked them to rule out potential concerns.

Recall that there is a main effect of Correctiveness and an interaction between
Statement Type (probable vs. improbable) and Knowledge Type (does Speaker B
know whether their statement is probable or improbable?) in Speaker A’s re-
sponses. Speaker B’s statements do not exhibit this pattern. We found neither a
main effect of Correctiveness (t = 0.452, p = 0.651) nor an interaction between
Statement Type and Knowledge Type (t = 0.267, p = 0.790) in Speaker B’s state-
ments. In fact, no factor examined in this study had any significant effect
(t’s ≤ 0.452, p’s ≥ 0.651). F0 ranges of Speaker B’s statements were consistent
throughout the experiments, regardless of whether the statements were probable
or improbable, whether they were misstatements (later corrected by Speaker A),
andwhether Speaker B knew the contextual probability of the statements or not. In
other words, we did not observe any evidence for prosodic influence between the
interlocutors that would be pertinent to the aims of this study.

4 Discussion

The two experiments reported in this paper investigated the modulation of
corrective prosody based on the speaker’s expectation and realization about the
addressee’s knowledge state. As discussed in Section 1, previous research has not
paid close attention to the interplay between these two dimensions of perspective-
taking. A better understanding of these issues is important because they tap into
fundamental questions regarding the communicative functions of prosody, aswell
as the relation between top-down and bottom-up aspects of language production.
This work relates to questions of how and whether speakers’ top-down expecta-
tions – in particular, assumptions about their addressee’s knowledge state (about
the contextual probability of different statements) – influence the prosodic reali-
zation of their utterances, an aspect of speech production that seems susceptible to
both bottom-up and top-down influences.

Our results show that corrective prosody is influenced both by (i) speakers’
prior expectations about their addressees’ knowledge status and by (ii) what
speakers learn about their addressees’ knowledge status during the conversation.
Our participants consistently emphasized corrective information over non-
corrective information in terms of f0 ranges. However, the degree of emphasis
they placed on corrective information varied depending on their conversational
partner’s knowledge state (i.e., whether the conversational partner is aware of the
(im)probability of their statement). In Experiment 1, where both participants were
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expected to be fully aware of the context, they corrected each other with greater
prosodic prominence when the misstatements were contextually improbable. In
contrast, in Experiment 2, where the speaker of the misstatements [Speaker B] was
not expected to have any knowledge about the context, the speaker of the cor-
rections [Speaker A] produced greater prosodic prominence when the mis-
statements were contextually probable. This supports our general prediction that
use of corrective prosody by the speaker is modulated by the addressee’s knowl-
edge state, and involves an interplay between the speaker’s prior expectations of
the addressee’s knowledge state and what the speaker learns about the ad-
dressee’s knowledge state during the conversation.

4.1 Prosodic consequences of an epistemic gap

Why should the speaker’s prior expectations and the addressee’s actual behavior
interact and influence corrective prosody in the way we observed?We suggest that
our results can be explained in terms of the epistemic gap between expectation and
reality – i.e., in terms of the gap between what the speaker had expected the
addressee to know (and therefore what they had expected to addressee to say) and
what the addressee actually appears to know (as indicated by what they actually
say). The level of prosodic prominence, such as f0 ranges (whatwould be argued to
be bottom-up aspects of the speech signal, as they describe purely acoustic-
phonetic properties of the speech signal), might reflect the extent to which
speakers are ‘surprised’ at what they encounter during the conversation (arguably
a more top-down aspect of communication). Our use of the word surprise harks
back to the notion of surprisal/surprise in information-theoretic work, where
(simplifying somewhat) surprisal has to do with the amount of information pro-
vided by a particular element, for example how (un)predictable/(im)probable a
word is in a given context (e.g., Hale 2001; Levy 2008; Mahowald et al. 2013; see
also Koornneef, this issue, for related discussion on lexical prediction): Low-
probability words have higher surprisal than high-probability words. Previous
research has investigated various types of predictability/probability such as word
frequency, phonological neighborhood density, and conditional probability,
among others, and found that these characteristics of a word affect how people say
it prosodically (Gregory et al. 1999; Munson and Solomon 2004; van Son and Pols
1999; Wright 2004). In our study, participants had assumptions about what the
other person knew and thus were able to form expectations about the kinds of
things their interlocutor might say in a conversation. If the other person’s utter-
ances contradicted those prior assumptions (in other words, if the content of a
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person’s utterances was low-probability, given the context of the other person’s
prior knowledge), speakers marked this surprisal prosodically in their responses.

Let us consider the communicative setting in Experiment 1, where the char-
acters’ preferences and needs were mentioned in the dialogues. Expecting their
partner to have this knowledge, participants might not have found it unexpected
when their partner had misbeliefs consistent with the characters’ preferences and
needs. For example, since participants had told their partner that Jacky loves fruit,
it would be natural that their partner thought that Jacky bought apples. In contrast,
it might have struck participants as unexpected when their supposedly-informed
partner had misbeliefs conflicting with the context. When both people knew that
Jacky hates vegetables, it would be rather unexpected that the partner made a
mistake and stated that Jacky bought lettuce. This epistemic gap might be what
elicited extra prosodic prominence in the corrective responses to contextually
improbable misstatements.

Probably for similar reasons, the opposite patterns were yielded by the
different communicative setting in Experiment 2, where the characters’ prefer-
ences and needs were privileged information known only to Speaker A. Here,
participants might have found their partner’s probable misstatements unexpected,
because it might have seemed that their partner was somehow able to form
probable beliefswithout the critical knowledge (in otherwords, if someone appears
to know something quite specific when I did not expect them to have that specific
knowledge, this may strike me as unexpected). In contrast, improbable mis-
statements might not have struck participants as odd, since improbable beliefs
might have fit their assumption about their partner’s lack of critical knowledge.4 In
other words, the extra prosodic prominence still reflects an epistemic gap, but
compared to Experiment 1, (im)probability of the misstatements had the opposite
effect in Experiment 2, because the participants had the opposite expectation
about their partner’s knowledge state.

Note that the results of this study cannot be explained if speakers are either
completely egocentric or completely addressee-oriented. Egocentric speakers
would behave the same way regardless of whether the critical information is
shared knowledge or not. In contrast, addressee-oriented speakers would not be
“surprised” by their addressee’s assumptions when the critical information is
privileged knowledge, since all assumptions would be equally probable to the
addressee.

4 The nature of the relationship between surprisal and speakers’ reactions to (uninformed) in-
terlocutors’ statements in the Privileged knowledge situation is an area that would benefit from
future work. Here we observe that unexpected knowledge of something is more surprising than
lack of knowledge, but it is important to investigate this further.
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4.2 Further evidence for the prosodic realization of an
epistemic gap

Results of the current study confirm the ideas we presented in Ouyang and Kaiser
(2014, 2015) – one of our previous studies on the prosodic encoding of informa-
tivity. In that earlier work, we examined the interaction between information-
structural and information-theoretic factors. We found complex patterns
showing that a word’s information-theoretic properties, such as word frequency
and contextual probability, modulate the prosodic realization of its information-
structural status, such as being new or corrective information in the discourse.
We explained our findings in terms of “epistemic surprisal”: “The higher the
degree of epistemic surprisal experienced by the speaker, the higher the degree of
prosodic prominence on the relevant words” (Ouyang 2015: 29).

As mentioned in Ouyang and Kaiser (2014), our theory about the epistemic
gap between expectation and reality is related to the notion of “surprise”
developed by researchers in intonation and social interaction (e.g., Dom-
browski 2003; Local 1996; Niebuhr and Zellers 2013; Selting 1996; Wilkinson
and Kitzinger 2006). Crucially, existing work distinguishes “the social
expression of surprise (the public display of finding something counter to
expectation)” from “the psychology of surprise (the emotional experience of
encountering the unexpected)” (Wilkinson and Kitzinger 2006: 152). Our
thinking is connected to the former.

These ideas regarding the epistemic gap are also supported by our other
work (Ouyang et al. 2017), where we used an interactive task to look at another
information-structural distinction in addition to corrective focus, namely given
(already-mentioned) versus new information. Our aim was to see if speakers’
prosodic encoding of the given-new distinction is also modulated by their as-
sumptions and observations about the addressee’s knowledge state. In Ouyang
et al. (2017), we also tested whether speakers dynamically update their ex-
pectations and adjust their prosody based on addressees’ behavior. Our results
show that speakers’ prosodic realization of givenness is indeed sensitive to both
(i) speakers’ prior assumptions about the addressee and (ii) speakers’ obser-
vations of the addressee over the course of the conversation. When the obser-
vations do not match the assumptions, the gap between expectation and reality
leads to prosodic emphasis, but speakers are able to (at least partially) recali-
brate their initial assumptions to reflect the addressee’s true knowledge-state
characteristics that are revealed over the course of the conversation. These
findings are consistent with the notion of ‘epistemic surprisal’ that we propose
in the present paper.
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4.3 Conclusions

It is well known that corrective information is produced with higher prosodic
prominence than non-corrective information. However, it remains unclear how
corrective prosody is realized in different communicative settings, in particular
whether interlocutors’ prosodic realization of corrective focus depends on each
other’s knowledge state. Existing studies have shown that, broadly speaking,
speakers’ responses are influenced by both what they assume their addressee to
know and what their addressee appears to know. We conducted two production
experiments to examine how speakers’ expectations and observations about their
interlocutor’s knowledge state play a role in speakers’ production of corrective
focus. We used an experimental approach, but hope that future work on natu-
ralistic data can provide converging evidence relevant to our findings.

The results fromour production experiments point to a nuanced interplay between
speakers’ prior expectations and interlocutors’ actual communicative behavior: We
suggest that the prosody of speakers’ responses can reveal what we call an “epistemic
gap”between speakers’ expectations (e.g.,what a speaker thinksother people are likely
to say) and the reality they encounter (e.g., what other people actually say). These
findings add to our understanding of an under-researched but communicatively
fundamental area, namely how speakers update their assumptions about their
addressee by using incoming cues from their addressee’s behavior (e.g., Brennan 1991;
Kuhlen and Brennan 2010; Russell and Schober 1999).

Our idea that speakers’ expectations modulate the encoding of corrective in-
formation is in line with work in other areas of experimental linguistics. Indeed, a
substantial amount of research has investigated the effects of expectations in
language comprehension (e.g., Altmann and Kamide 1999; Boland 2005; Brown
et al. 2011; DeLong et al. 2005; Ito and Speer 2008; Watson et al. 2008; van Berkum
et al. 2005;Wicha et al. 2003, see also Koehne et al., this issue, and Koornneef, this
issue) and production (e.g., Bell et al. 2003; Clopper and Pierrehumbert 2008; Pan
and Hirschberg 2000; Scarborough 2010; van Son et al. 1999). Predictive pro-
cessing has been shown to occur at various linguistic levels, and our work con-
tributes to this literature by exploring the prosodic domain.

4.4 Directions for future work

Many intriguing questions still remain open for future work. For example, we did
not directly compare between Knowledge Types (shared vs. privileged) in
Section 3, because this study was not designed with the statistical power for a
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between-experiments and between-subjects comparison. A reviewer pointed out
that the difference between the correction of probable and improbable as-
sumptions seemed to be smaller when knowledge of the probability was shared
(t = 1.966) than when it was not (t = 2.043), although the difference was statis-
tically significant in both cases. Here we address this observation, but the reader
should keep in mind that a statistical comparison between Knowledge Types
would not be meaningful. As the reviewer also pointed out, there seemed to be
less difference between shared and privileged knowledge conditions when
correcting improbable assumptions than when correcting probable assump-
tions. If both observations are true, corrections are prosodically most prominent
when the speaker is correctingprobable statementsofwhich theprobability isunknown
to the interlocutor, and less prominent in all the other Knowledge and Statement Types.
Thiswould lead to alternative theories of how speakers take their addressee’s viewpoint
into account. For example, participants in the shared knowledge condition might not
have felt the need to prosodically mark corrections based on the probability of their
interlocutor’s statement, since all information was shared. Furthermore, when
contextual probabilitywas privileged knowledge, participantsmight have tried to share
the information throughprosodyby emphasizing their responsewhen their interlocutor
made probable assumptions. We leave the question open for future work.

When studying correction, questions regarding politeness, emotional involvement
and face-saving strategies may also come to mind. Our study did not test for or to
manipulate factors related to politeness, and our dialogs were such that correcting
someone was presented as a natural part of the experiment. However, a better under-
standing of how and whether considerations related to politeness modulate prosodic
realization of corrective focus is a rich avenue for future work.

Another important area for future work has to do with speech acts other than
declaratives. Much of the psycholinguistic, experimentally-oriented work on the
production and perception of focus has investigated declarative statements.
Speech acts such as requests and commands are, to the best of our knowledge, very
under-researched in this domain, although they can potentially yield important
insights concerning the communicative dynamics of correction as it relates to
people’s expectations about their interlocutors’ knowledge states.
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Appendix Target items

The 192 critical dialogues in Experiments 1 and 2 are recoverable as follows. Each
dialogue has five sentences (Sentences 1–5); the last two sentences of each dia-
logue (Sentence 4 and Sentence 5) constitute a statement-response pair. In
Experiment 1, Sentences 1, 2, and 5 are seen and said aloud by one participant
(Speaker A), whereas Sentences 3 and 4 are seen and said aloud by the other
participant (Speaker B). Experiment 2 follows the same design as Experiment 1,
except Sentence 2 is never said aloud.

There are six conditions, formed by combining two kinds of statement-
response relationship (Corrective vs. Non-Corrective), two types of object nouns in
the statements (Probable vs. Improbable), and two types of object nouns in the
responses (Probable vs. Improbable). A corrective response begins with the word
‘no’ and has an object noun that is different from the object noun in the statement.
In contrast, a non-corrective response begins with the word ‘yes’ and has the same
object noun as the statement.

Every condition has items from six scenarios (Scenarios 1–6). Each scenario con-
tains two sub-scenarios (X vs. Y, e.g., Christopher prefers meat vs. Abbey prefers sea-
food) and is associatedwitha set of fourobject nouns (e.g.,beef, lamb,fish, and shrimp).
Two of the four object nouns are probable in the context of sub-scenario X but
improbable in sub-scenario Y. The other two object nouns, in contrast, are probable in
the context of sub-scenario Y but improbable in sub-scenario X.

These target items were selected based on the results of a norming study,
where the contextual probability of each f object noun given the sub-scenario was
judged on a seven-point scale (see Section 2.1.2). We provide themedian likelihood
ratings in the tables below.

Scenario 1: Preference: meat versus seafood

Sub-scenario 1X: Probable Objects: beef, lamb; Improbable Objects: fish,
shrimp.

Likelihood Object Median likelihood rating

Probable Beef 

Probable Lamb 

Improbable Fish 

Improbable Shrimp 
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Sentence 1 [Speaker A]: {Christopher; Gary; Joseph} is particular about food.
Sentence 2 [Speaker A]: (He loves meat but hates seafood.)
Sentence 3 [Speaker B]: He went out for lunch yesterday.
Sentence 4 [Speaker B]: I heard that he had {beef; lamb; fish; shrimp} at a
restaurant.
Sentence 5 [Speaker A]: {Yes; No}, he had {beef; lamb; fish; shrimp} at a
restaurant.

Sub-scenario 1Y: Probable Objects: fish, shrimp; Improbable Objects: beef,
lamb.

Sentence 1 [Speaker A]: {Abbey; Lauren; Sabrina} is a picky eater.
Sentence 2 [Speaker A]: (She loves seafood but hates meat.)
Sentence 3 [Speaker B]: She went out for dinner last night.
Sentence 4 [Speaker B]: I heard that she had {beef; lamb; fish; shrimp} at a
restaurant.
Sentence 5 [Speaker A]: {Yes; No}, she had {beef; lamb; fish; shrimp} at a
restaurant.

Scenario 2: Preference: fruit versus vegetables

Sub-scenario 2X: Probable Objects: apples, cherries; Improbable Objects: let-
tuce, spinach.

Likelihood Object Median likelihood rating

Probable Fish .
Probable Shrimp 

Improbable Beef 

Improbable Lamb .

Likelihood Object Median likelihood rating

Probable Apples 

Probable Cherries 

Improbable Lettuce 

Improbable Spinach .
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Sentence 1 [Speaker A]: {Elisa; Jacky; Tina} prefers her salad a certain way.
Sentence 2 [Speaker A]: She loves fruit but hates vegetables.
Sentence 3 [Speaker B]: She went grocery shopping yesterday evening.
Sentence 4 [Speaker B]: I heard that she got some {apples; cherries; lettuce;
spinach} at the farmer’s market.
Sentence 5 [Speaker A]: {Yes; No}, she got some {apples; cherries; lettuce;
spinach} at the farmer’s market.

Sub-scenario 2Y: Probable Objects: lettuce, spinach; Improbable Objects: ap-
ples, cherries.

Sentence 1 [Speaker A]: {Bob; Daniel; Zac} tends to put certain things in his
salad.
Sentence 2 [Speaker A]: (He loves vegetables but hates fruit.)
Sentence 3 [Speaker B]: He went grocery shopping this morning.
Sentence 4 [Speaker B]: I heard that he got some {apples; cherries; lettuce;
spinach} at the supermarket.
Sentence 5 [Speaker A]: {Yes; No}, he got some {apples; cherries; lettuce;
spinach} at the supermarket.

Scenario 3: Need: getting bathroom versus patio stuff

Sub-scenario 3X: Probable Objects: bath mats, face wash; Improbable Objects:
lawn chairs, yard lights.

Likelihood Object Median likelihood rating

Probable Lettuce 

Probable Spinach 

Improbable Apples 

Improbable Cherries .

Likelihood Object Median likelihood rating

Probable Bath mats 

Probable Face wash 

Improbable Lawn chairs 

Improbable Yard lights 
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Sentence 1 [Speaker A]: {Abbey; Lauren; Sabrina} just moved into her new house.
Sentence 2 [Speaker A]: (She has enough patio stuff but needs more things for
the bathroom.)
Sentence 3 [Speaker B]: She went out shopping today.
Sentence 4 [Speaker B]: I heard that she bought some {bath mats; face wash;
lawn chairs; yard lights} at a store.
Sentence 5 [Speaker A]: {Yes; No}, she bought some {bath mats; face wash;
lawn chairs; yard lights} at a store.

Sub-scenario 3Y: Probable Objects: lawn chairs, yard lights; Improbable Ob-
jects: bath mats, face wash.

Sentence 1 [Speaker A]: {Christopher; Gary; Joseph} justmoved into his newhouse.
Sentence 2 [Speaker A]: (He has enough bathroom stuff but needs more things
for the patio.)
Sentence 3 [Speaker B]: He went out shopping this afternoon.
Sentence 4 [Speaker B]: I heard that he bought some {bath mats; face wash;
lawn chairs; yard lights} at the mall.
Sentence 5 [Speaker A]: {Yes; No}, he bought some {bathmats; facewash; lawn
chairs; yard lights} at the mall.

Scenario 4: Need: selling bedroom versus kitchen stuff

Sub-scenario 4X: Probable Objects: dresser, mattress; Improbable Objects:
blender, mixer.

Likelihood Object Median likelihood rating

Probable Lawn chairs 

Probable Yard lights 

Improbable Bath mats 

Improbable Face wash 

Likelihood Object Median likelihood rating

Probable Dresser 

Probable Mattress .
Improbable Blender .
Improbable Mixer 
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Sentence 1 [Speaker A]: {Elisa; Jacky; Tina} is moving in with her boyfriend.
Sentence 2 [Speaker A]: (They want to keep her kitchen stuff but get rid of her
bedroom furniture.)
Sentence 3 [Speaker B]: They are not going to donate anything.
Sentence 4 [Speaker B]: I heard that she sold her {dresser; mattress; blender;
mixer} at a garage sale.
Sentence 5 [Speaker A]: {Yes; No}, she sold her {dresser; mattress; blender;
mixer} at a garage sale.

Sub-scenario 4Y: Probable Objects: blender, mixer; Improbable Objects:
dresser, mattress.

Sentence 1 [Speaker A]: {Bob; Daniel; Zac} just moved into his new house.
Sentence 2 [Speaker A]: (Theywant to keep his bedroom furniture but get rid of
his kitchen stuff.)
Sentence 3 [Speaker B]: They are not going to give anything away.
Sentence 4 [Speaker B]: I heard that he sold his {dresser; mattress; blender;
mixer} in the classified ads.
Sentence 5 [Speaker A]: {Yes; No}, he sold his {dresser; mattress; blender;
mixer} in the classified ads.

Scenario 5: Preference: playing carpenter versus chef

Sub-scenario 5X: Probable Objects: hammers, wrenches; Improbable Objects:
burgers, pizzas.

Likelihood Object Median likelihood rating

Probable Blender 

Probable Mixer .
Improbable Dresser 

Improbable Mattress 

Likelihood Object Median likelihood rating

Probable Hammers .
Probable Wrenches 

Improbable Burgers 

Improbable Pizzas 
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Sentence 1 [Speaker A]: {Christopher; Gary; Joseph}’s nephew is six, and he
likes to imagine what he wants to do when he grows up.
Sentence 2 [SpeakerA]: (He loves topretend tobeacarpenter, butneverplays chef.)
Sentence 3 [Speaker B]: {Christopher; Gary; Joseph} went to a flea market over
the weekend.
Sentence 4 [Speaker B]: I heard that he bought toy {burgers; pizzas; hammers;
wrenches} for his nephew.
Sentence 5 [Speaker A]: {Yes; No}, he bought toy {burgers; pizzas; hammers;
wrenches} for his nephew.

Sub-scenario 5Y: Probable Objects: burgers, pizzas; Improbable Objects:
hammers, wrenches.

Sentence 1 [Speaker A]: {Abbey; Lauren; Sabrina}’s niece is four, and she likes
to play make-believe.
Sentence 2 [Speaker A]: (She loves to pretend to be a chef, but never plays
carpenter.)
Sentence 3 [Speaker B]: {Abbey; Lauren; Sabrina} found some make-believe
props on eBay recently.
Sentence 4 [Speaker B]: I heard that she bought toy {burgers; pizzas; hammers;
wrenches} for her niece.
Sentence 5 [Speaker A]: {Yes; No}, she bought toy {burgers; pizzas; hammers;
wrenches} for her niece.

Scenario 6: Preference: farm versus jungle animals

Sub-scenario 6X: Probable Objects: cow, sheep; Improbable Objects: bear, lion.

Likelihood Object Median likelihood rating

Probable Burgers 

Probable Pizzas 

Improbable Hammers 

Improbable Wrenches 

Likelihood Object Median likelihood rating

Probable Cow .
Probable Sheep 

Improbable Bear .
Improbable Lion 
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Sentence 1 [Speaker A]: {Elisa; Jacky; Tina}’s son is not a fan of all animals.
Sentence 2 [Speaker A]: (He is obsessed with farm animals but completely
uninterested in jungle animals.)
Sentence 3 [Speaker B]: She took her son to a toy store downtown.
Sentence 4 [Speaker B]: I heard that he got a stuffed {cow; sheep; bear; lion} at
the shop.
Sentence 5 [Speaker A]: {Yes; No}, he got a stuffed {cow; sheep; bear; lion} at
the shop.

Sub-scenario 6Y: Probable Objects: bear, lion; Improbable Objects: cow, sheep.

Sentence 1 [Speaker A]: {Bob; Daniel; Zac}’s daughter only likes certain animals.
Sentence 2 [Speaker A]: (She is obsessed with jungle animals but completely
uninterested in farm animals.)
Sentence 3 [Speaker B]: He took his daughter to a kid’s store the other day.
Sentence 4 [Speaker B]: I heard that she got a stuffed {cow; sheep; bear; lion} at
the shop.
Sentence 5 [Speaker A]: {Yes; No}, she got a stuffed {cow; sheep; bear; lion} at
the shop.
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